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Metro Court Will Hear
Harrass~ent Co01plaint
Manuel Franco
A criminal complaint will be
heard this morning in Metropolitan
Court against a man who has sued
various city and state officials
(including some at the University of
New Mexico) for failure to disclose
public records.
Thomas Ray Newsome, a 1977
UNM journalism graduate, has
been charged by the Bernalillo
County District Attorney's office
with prosecuting UNM Director of
Personnel Phillip Alarid without
probable cause or knowing that he
was innocent.
Newsome filed charges against
Alarid in July for failure.to disclose
public records.
The complaint, filed by Assistant
District Attorney Roderick Kennedy, is based on dismissal papers
Newsome signed in the Alarid case.
Newsome said he would drop his
suit against Alarid July 24, after
Alarid was arraigned, in return for
the personnel records he wanted.
Newsome said that as Part of the
deal he signed papers that stated the
reason for the dismissal as "insufficient evidence." Newsome said

Court Cases
Of 2atUNM
To Be Heard
Two court cases concerning a
UNM official and a. UNM student
will be considered in District and
Metropolitan courts today and
Tuesday.
Motions concerning former
UNM employee James Gardner's
lawsuit against UNM wili be heard
by District Court Judge Gerald
Fowlie today at about 3 p.m. The
District Courthouse is at 415
Tijeras Ave. NW.
Gardner says he was fired as the
chief technical editor at the New
Mexico Engineering Research
Institute Sept. 17, 1980 because he
admitted he was a recovering
alcoholic.
Carl G. Weis, manager of
NMERI's operations division, says
Gardner was fired for ''failure to
comply
with
departmental
procedures.''
Jerry Apodaca Jr., who was
arrested Feb. 13 and charged with
reckless driving, eluding an officer,
resisting arrest and escaping from
an officer, will go on trial Tuesday
at about 1:30 p.m. before
Metropolitan Court Judge James
O'toole.
Apodaca, a former UNM
football player, allegedly ran a stop
sign and a traffic light while driving
along Girard Boulevard and then
led police . on a high•speed chase
before being stopped near the
Albuquerque International Airport.

the draduate Students
·Association election begins
today and continues through
Thursday. There are two announced candidates and one
known write•in candidate for the
GSA presidency.
Stories on the GSA election
are on page six.

he was told by Assistant District
Attorneys Rick Shane and Neal
Goodman that the "insufficient
evidence'' reason was a ''mere
formality."
Newsome said Alarid still
refused, as of July 31, to turn over
some of the records he wanted.
Newsome said he feels the real
reason for the complaint is because
of a . incident in March when
Newsome sued UNM Police Chief
Berry Cox for failure to disclose
public records,
In that incident, Assistant
District Attorney Steve Slusher
· filed a motion March 12 to dismiss
Newsome's charges against Cox
after District Court Judge Phillip
Baiamonte delayed hearing the
case, Newsome said.
Newsome said when Slusher
found him filing a countermotion
against Slusher's motion, Slusher
said, "fine Mr. Newsome. You can
be sure that I'm going to file a
complaint against you."
Newsome said he then received a
copy o( Kennedy's complaint in the
mail about a week later.
Kennedy said he decided to file
the complaint against Newsome
after reviewing the Alarid case as
part of an "internal reviewing
system" in the DA's office. He
declined to comment further.
Slusher said he was "only
vaguely" aware of Kennedy's
complaint against Newsome.. and
would not comment further.
Alarid said he feels "there
certainly are grounds'' fhr
prosecuting Newsome for malicious
prosecution.
''He has twice sued me in recent
months/' Alarid said, ''as well as
other people around the state. He
has even asked the DA (Steve
Schiff) to prosecute .himself.''
"I guess the DA has had about
enough of him," Alarid said.
Alarid said that while he has not
personally brought charges against
Newsome, he would be willing to
testify ..on Newsome's behavior in
the two times I've dealt with him.''
continued on p8ge3
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Finalists in Editor Race Chosen
Manuel Franco
Three finalists for the position of
New Mexico Daily Lobo editor
have been chosen by the Student
Publications Board.
The finalists, Kelly Gibbs, Phil
Hernandez and Marcy McKinley,
were chosen from among eight
applicants.
Gibbs, a Bachelor of University

Studies student who has concentrated her studies in journalism,
has been managing editor of the
Doily Lobo for the past year. She
was the Daily Lobo night editor
from November 1980 to Aprill981
and was managing editor for
Recreation 101, supplement to the
Daily Lobo.
She said she also has 33 credit
hours in journalism classes.

Search Comm,itteeMernbers Chosen
The UNM presidential search
committee will probably wait to
hold its' first meeting until Committee
Chairman
Chester
Travelstead returns from a trip
Friday, said a source in the
University of New Mexico
secretary's office,
UNM Board of Regents
President Henry Jararnillo, late
Thursday, announced the members
of the committee that will choose
the next UNM president.

Deans and administrators will be
represented on the committee by
Ted Martinez, associate administrative vice president for
student affairs, alumni relations
and development; Morgan Sparks,
dean of the Robert 0. Anderson
Schools of Management and John
Rinaldi, assistant dean of the
College of Education.

Faculty will be represented by
history department Chairwoman
Janet
Roebuck,
pathology
department
Chairman
. Robert
Travelstead, a provost emeritus,
will chair the 13·member <:olli- Anderson and Gilbert Merkx,
acting chairman of the sociology
mittee.

department.
Students will be represented by
ASUNM President-elect Michael
Gallegos and College of Education
graduate student Lars Bjork.
Alumni will be represented by
District Court Judge Joseph Baca
and Marian Fleck, a former
member of the Sch.ool of Nursing
faculty.
The Regents will be represented
by Jaramillo and Ann Jourdan of
.Hobbs.
-Staff support for the committee
will be supplied by the university
secretary's office.

Student Court Hears Charges Filed against Cottunission
Manuel Franco
All coml)laints presented to the
ASUNM Elections Commission
concerning the Wednesday election
were rejected Friday by the
Commission.
The Commission also decided
unsuccessful presidential candidate
Randy Knapton had exceeded the

ASUNM campaign limit but will
allow him to resubmit a revised
campaign spending statement.
The ASUNM Student Court will
hear .. charges presented to it by
Attorney General Gary Gordon. at 7
tonight in room 231 of the Student
Union Building.
Chief Justice Jeff Luster said the
Commission could provisionally

Gibbs said she would like to be
editor 14so the Lobo witt continue to
grow and improve.
"I think continuity in a
newspaper's basic personality is
very important and I want to focus
the newspaper toward investigative
reporting," she said.
She said she also wants to
urevitalize the interest, energy and
tenacity in investigative reporting
so that the Lobo is more than just a
bulletin board publication.''
"I want the Daily Lobo to
continue to be an exciting
newspaper/' Gibbs said. "It should
be Jresh, innovative, accurate and
informative.
"Having been with the Lobo for
so long, I've already been through
the trial and error stage,'' Gibbs
said. "l won't waste time making
mistakes."
She said, "I'm not a complacent
person and any newspaper under
my administration will not be a
complacent newspaper."
Hernandez, a senior majoring in
mathematics and minoring in
history, is a former Daily Lobo
reporter who has also worked for
The Cornell Daily Sun, the Cornell
Uttiversity· student newspaper.
He was also a sports reporter for
radio station WHCU ht Ithaca,
N.Y.
While an ASUNM senator
between 1977•79, Hernandez said
he was Senate president protempore and wrote an amendment
to the ASUNM Constitution
providing a fixed amount of the
ASUNM budget for the Daily

certify the election but could not
swear itt anyone until the Court
hears all charges about the election
brought before it.
The Commission decided not to
provisionally certify the election
until the courts decides on those LobtJ.
UFirst and foremost, n Het•
charges.
Gordon is charging the Com• naltdet said 1 "I wanttocontinue to
continued on p•ge:i
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Israeli Minister Hints at Revenge for Diplomat's Murder
TEL AVIV, Israel - Israel
regards the .assassination of one of
its diplomats in Paris as a violation
of the Lebanese cease-fire and an
Israeli minister hinted Sunday the
attack would not go unavenged.
Seven Israelis, including a
woman soldier, were wounded
Sunday in a grenade auack in the
occupied Gaza Strip and the body
of the diplomat, slain by a woman
terrorist in Paris Saturday, arrived
in Tel Aviv.
The cabinet discussed the killing
of the diplomat Sunday at its
weekly session. The foreign
ministry has claimed that the
Palestine Liber<ttion Organization
was behind the murder.
Israel bas said it would not be
first to break the cease-fire but
laying blame for the Paris .ambush
on the PLO - which has denied
involvement in .the attack - could
provide justification for a feared
Israeli invasion of southern
Lebanon.
Ministers leaving the session said
the government regards the attack
as a violation of the U.S.negotiated cease-fire between Israel
and the PLO, that went into effect
last July after heavy border clashes.

Defense Minister Ariel Sharon
has warned Israel would take action
against the Palestinian gUerrillas in
southern Lebanon as the result of
an Israeli death from a Palestinian
anack.
The PLO maintains the cease-fire
applies only to the Israeli-Lebanese
border, but Israel has preferred a
wider interpretation.
The flag-draped coffin bearing
the body of Yacov Barsimantov
arrived accompaaied by the
diplomat's wife, Sima; son, Avid,
17, and daughter, Penina, age 8.
Deputy Foreign Minister Yehuda
Ben·meir, hinting the government
would retaliate for the killing, told
reporters at the airport Israel
"knows the right answer to give to
this,"
The Israeli Cabinet said it will lift
a 7-week-old military blockade of
Arab Druse villages on the annexed
Golan Heights Monday following
the restoration of peace in the
region.
Four Druse and six Israeli
soldiers were injured in violence
Friday in Golan Heights, which
Israel formally annexed from Syria
on Dec.l4.
The military command said

------- --------

i

slaying and French police said they
had enough information from
witnesses to draft a sketch of the
young woman who wore a white
beret,

In France, police mounted a
nationwi.de hunt for the woman
terrorist v.;ho pumped several shots
from a 7.65mm pistol into aar·
simantov as he emerged from his
Paris apartment with his family,
Barismantov, 42, was the first
Israeli diplomat slain in France,
scene of a number of attacks
against Israeli and Jewish targets.
Israel blamed the PLO for the

P<!lestinian guerrillas hurled a
grenade at an Israeli woman soldier
and a civilian driving a van through
the central square of the town of
Gaza, wounding both of them,
Israel Radio said five other
civilians also were wounded in the
ambush. Their conditions were not
immediately announced.
The area was sealed off as Israeli
troops searched for the guerrUJas.

Defense Minister Ariel Sharon
announced the lifting of the Golan
Heights blockade, saying a Druze
protest against the annexation was
all but over.

Gunmen Kill Salvadoran Politician
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador
Quinteros died Sunday after
- Gunmen assassinated a right- being taken to a San Salvador clinic
wing politician and wounded a with a bullet wound in the he;~d,
second man in the first post· party spokesman Mario Redaelii
election violence directed against said. The other wounded man, who
members of El Salvador's new was identifiec! only as Quintero's
constituent assembly, authorities cousin, was reported in satisl'actory
said Sunday.
condition,
Assemblyman David Joaquin
Quinteros of the extreme right-wing
Nationalist Republican Alliance
and his cousin were shot by gunmen
late Saturday and left to die in a
trash dump used as a burial ground
by death squads, a party
spokesman said.

fierce power struggle between a
coalition of five extreme rightist
parties and the U.S.-backed
Christian Democrats for control of
the 60-seat assembly, which will
appoint a new provisional
government. The five rightist
parties hold 36 seats.

Redaelli said the two men were
found in the trash heap an hour
after they left a meeting with the
party's 17 other .assemblymen
elected in last Sunday's ballotting
for a constitutuentassembly.

UNM," he said.
"I believe the Lobo has the duty
to report the news of interest to its
subcribers. Otherwise, why have a
paper in the first place?" Hernandez said.
Hernandez said his major em-

improve the quality of the paper.
The Lobo is better than last year. I
just want to make it even better.
"I would like to expand the
paper, if at all possible, so we can
cover more stories of interest at

Sbe said she would help improve
the writing· "through training and
editing. We sho!lld offer a class
once a week just to get together.''
The Lobo staff "should be
meeting not just for discussing news
events, what we should cover, but
on writing itself," McKinley said.
The finalists will spend this week
learning the day-to-day operation
of the IJC!iiY Lobo.
The Board will interview the
finalists Friday starting at 3 p.m
and is expected to make a choice by
6p.m.

phasis as editor would be expansion
of the paper.
"We cannot cover !ldditional
stories, can't do more investigative
stories, can't put more in print,
unless we have more space to put it
into," Hernandez said.

But expansion could not be done
until the "state of the Lobo's
finances ... and its advertising"
are studied, Hernandez said,
McKinley is doing graduate work
at UNM in computer science,
She said she has worked as a
reporter for the Round Up, the
New Mexico State University
student newspaper, and for the 8(.
John's Reporter at St. John's
College in Santi! Fe.
.
McKinley was also an English
sultan! to federal and state
government planning commissions teacher between 1979-81 at Laguna
on radioactive waste and as a High School.
witness at congressional hearings.
McKinley said she wants to be
Williams, a nuclear chemist and Lobo editor because, "I'm awriter.
physicist, will speak as a
"I think what I have to offer the
representative of Americans for UNM
IJC!i/y
Lobo
is
Ratioual Energy Alternatives. He professionalism," she said. "I
has extensive experience in nuclear would like to see professional
research and has conducted safety writing in the student newspaper.
analyses of radioisotope powered
''The one thing I'm looking for is
gener<ttors intended for use in to improve the overall writing in the
outerspace.
Lobo,'' McKinley said.

Scientists To Discuss Pros, Cons of Wipp
A public forum on the pros and
cons of the proposed Waste
Isolation Pilot Project near
Carlsbad. will be held Tuesday at
noon in the South Ballroom of the
University of New Mexico Student
Union Building.
Sponsored by Las Lomas
Campus Ministries, a coalition of
Lutheran Campus Ministry, United
Campus Mini~tries and the Aquinas
Newman Center, the forum will
feature discussion by two scientists

and will be moderated by Dr. Mark
Rutledge, director of United
Campus Ministries.
Don Hancock, infonnation
coordinator for the Southwest
Research and Information Center,
and David Williarns, a technical
staff
member
at
Sandia
Laboratories, will be the principal
speakers.
Hancock has been involved in
waste mangagement issues for the
last six years, serving as a con-

!
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Someone once. told
me that not all
dreams are dreams
"~§~§

-complaint-----------------continued from page1

dismiss the charges, stating that
they violate his human righ.ts under
various New Mexico statutes and
international agreements on human
rights, including the 1945 United
Nations Charter, the 1948 United
Nations Universal Declaration on

Newsome called Kenne(!y's
charges "violations of my human
rights by the district attorney in
bringing up this thrumped-up,
fascist frame-up ag;~inst me."
Newsome filed a motion to

The assassination came amid a

Human Rights and the 1975
Helsinki Agreement.
Newsome helped establish the
precedent for inspection of public
records in winning a I 977 civil case
against Alarid. Two and one-half
years passed before the New

Mexico Supreme Court settled the
case.
Consequently, Newsome said, he
decided to try,prosecuting officials
with criminal complaints in the
hopes that this method would work
better than the civil route.

.
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PIZZA EXPRESS
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Fast, Free Delivery
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Group Fund Raising Available
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·
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Roll, Spicy Bea. ns, Jalapeno Pe.pper, and Medium Bevera.ge.
Open at
Reg.•2"
11:00 Daily :
IJse our convenient drive up windows at
. .
-...,
11:130 Lomas at. Vale
Other Locations ;j
4100 Menaul NE
. .
. . 10015 Central NE §!!
5231 CentraiNW
expires 4·11·82
11200 Montgomery NE ~

s1 89 with coupon
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Campaign Helps Repeal Sexist Billboard Advertisement
Sandra Boynton

DOONESBURY

Guest Editorial

by Garry Trudeau

Theater Arts Complimented
A copy of the following letter was sent to the Daily
Lobo by the Dean of the College of Fine Arts, Donald
McRae. As he states in his note to the paper, the Jetter
is "indicative of the high quality of professional
preparation given our students."
The Alley Theatre in Houston, Texas, is one of the
few professional theaters In the southwest, The
theMer is one of the most renowned in the country
and offers apprenticeships to its repertory company.
George Anderson, casting director for the theater,
was recently in Albuquerque conducting auditions at
UNM.

Dear Dean McRae:
It was a distinct pleasure being at the University of
New Mexico on February 28 to audition students for
the Alley Theatre Young Company for the 1982-83
season. The students were professionally prepared,
and all gave outstanding auditions.

Laurie Daniels has been engaged as an Acting
Fellow (our highest category) to join us in September.
Others will be hired I feel certain.
You should be proud that four students from the
UniversitY of New Mexico were chosen for the recent
University/ Resident Theatre Auditions. In New York
in December, Penn State was represented by five
students, Wayne State by two, Cornell by four, and
Ohio State by three. I told Mr. Criss that four was an
unusually high percentage.
Thank you for the opportunity to visit your beautiful
city and campus, and I have suggested to Alley
Theatre Artistic Director Pat Brown that we should
travel to Albuquerqu~;> each spring to audition.

Final arguments and illStructions
from the judge were all that
remained today before a Children's
Court jury began deliberating the
fate of a 12-year-old girl accused of
murder.
Sheryl Trujillo is charged with
second-degree murder and battery

Sincerely,
George Anderson
Casting Director

God-Playing Evangelists Have 'No Logic'
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campus declaring that she knows me and everyone
else so much better than we, talking "down" to me
(and everyone else) as if she were indeed Godl Not
only does this sort of activity interfere with my study
time (as it does with many other students, tool, but
somehow this person does not grasp the irony of how
she is ''playing God" in judging my character!
Freedom of speech is one thing guaranteed under
the constitution; insults and degrading behavior is not.
(Insults, incidently, which constitute a legal basis for a
courtroom action II Besides, I feel that since I pay for
the right to be better educated and therefore raise my
consciousness to what can better aid humanity for the
future, this most definitely should be taken into ac'COUnt.
People who assume only the worst in other people
are setting themselves up for future years of bitterness
and self-defeat. People w.ho look for the best in other
people will be the true heroes of the human race; they
will not only survive but will produce the strongest and
wisest leaders for following generations. Honesty,
bravery, self-love, love for others, and compassion for
people are the elements Which Jesus Christ and all
other true spiritual leaders trY to teach us; NOT selfhate, prejudice and deprivation. That will only defeat
us. I, personally, will not permit any mis-guided
person to profess these ''negative" things to mel
Ms. Robin Harris
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or we will begin a grass-roots
boycott of your company."
The boycott, Rodriguez s!lid,
would have been executed by
circulating Hiers ;~bout Southwest's
sexist advertising policies, picketing
near the airport, newspaper articles
and radi~ interviews.
The boycott, however, never
took ph\Ce, because a response was
received March 26 from Roy M.
Spence, Jr .., whose advertising
agency was awarded the Southwest
Airlines account in December of
1981.
In the letter, Spence said his
agency f10m the. outset has moved
to alter substantially the presentation of their product and service
to the consumer.

Child Murder Trial in Jury's Hands

Letter

Editor:
This afternoon on our campus, two women were
present on the plaza just north of the Student Union.
What set th~;>se two apart from the other worn en (and
men) present on the plaza was that one of the women
was screaming a lot of archaic hell-fire and brimestone
about how over-sexed ali young people of today are.
She went on to say that not only do (We) masturbate
(which is apparently a cardinal sin in her "book", as it
were), but also that masturbating is the first step to
latent homosexual tendencies, and ultimately death.
Viewing the Ia ughing and smirking expressions on
all the faces of the surrounding students, I shouted
out how much fun masturbating is and since we are
sexual human beings, this is normal behavior. She
hysterically replied that I was a wicked woman and I
needed to get married to ward off my wickedness! I
retorted that I was indeed married, very happy, and
still believe that masturbation is a functional part of
people's lives. The woman then went on with more
garb on how very wicked I am and that people who
think like me will end up underneath the wrath of God.
The situation speaks for itself; theJe .is no logic to
people who profess to understand the word of God so
clearly, and the rest of humanity is nothing more than
a pile of savage-like animals With ho more grace and
love than a slug. The element of this kind of person
that I .resent is that she (sometimes he) come onto MY

slogan read, "Our Business Is To
Love You."
A campaign designed to
A petition was circul11ted at the
eliminate a Southwest Airlines' UNM Women's Center and on
billboard advertisement has been campus to collect siguatures of
very effective, said Teresa Harper- students, faculty and staff opposed
Rodri!luez of the University of New to the advertising. Rodriguez said
Mexico's Latin American Institute.
68 signatures were collected.
On March 11, Rodriguez sent the
Rodriguez started the campaign
petition
along with a Jetter adto ban the airlines' advertising
dressed
to
Herb Kelleher, president
which she termed sexist and
blatant. Describing the billboards of Southwest Airlines, in Dallas,
in Albuquerque, Rodriquez said, Texas. The letter said there are a
"not only was the stewardess sitting large number of people in the
on the back of the plane in very Albuquerque community who find
short shorts, but by coincidence the Southwest's advertising campaign
plane tail fin was between her offensive.
The Jetter further stated, "We
legs."
strongly suggest changing your
She said the accompanying campaign to something non-sexist

in the death of 8-year-old Veronica
Rodriguez at an Albuquerque
swimming pool last summer.
Prosecutors claim she held the
YO\Inger girl under water until she
thought she was drowned. The
victim was still alive when pulled

Movie about Indian Groups
In Ecuador To Be Seen Today
Carlos M. Morales
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WASHINGTON - It's a shame about the Academy Awards
Monday evening. Hollywood's own, Ronald Reagan, surely
deserves a special Oscar for his recent dramatic performances.
For "underestimating the American public's ability to smell a rat,"
Reagan is this year's "King Louis XVI Memorial Award" winner
(Louis, you'll recall, lost his power and then his head for misunderstanding the needs of his countrymen in late 18th-century
France). Though Reagan lacks Louis' curls, the president's been
aping the king's touch for disingenuous populism.
Last Tuesday night, for example, Reagan insisted he wasn't the
incompassionate leader that many critics would have him.
"Bothered" by the complaints, Fleagan professed a kinship with
Franklin Roosevelt and said he was just trying to save "What's best"
about our government.
While playing for sympathy, Reagan insinuated that the 10,000
demonstrators outside the New York Hilton were less than
chivalrous. Deviating, unfortunately, from his script, Reagan
suggested that his critics alone were responsible for the "tone of
hatred" that plagues him. This, of course, from the same former
C!Uifornia governor who once dared Berkeley anti-war protesters to
"let the bloodbath begin."
It's not easy to suspend one's disbelief and soak up Reagan's now
famous "I'm compassionate- -let's be friends" soliloquy. No
matter how many sandbags the president may stack for flood
victims in Fort Wayne, Reagan's performance is far from convincing, and his theatrical strengths may be provoking a downfall.
Reagan's knack with the crowd-pleasing anecdote has come to
haunt more. than benefit him. Indeed, his recent one-liner about the
folks in South Succotash has stuck in the craw of any American
who's watched this guy complain, in the past, of myopic
Washingtonians. Where one once saw a "people's president," one
now senses a hypocrite.
When facts don't fail Reagan completely, they have a way of
catching up with him a.fterward. While the president continues to
heap criticism on food-stamp abuseJS, even his own Agriculture
Department <1dmits to the difficulty of finding the culprits, including
those who allegedly buy vodka with the maximum 99-cent change
permitted from federal coupon transactions:
As Assistant Secretary of Agriculture Mary c. Jarratt told The
New York Times, "It's not possible to buy a bottle of vodka With 99
cents (she added that anecdotes "do not represent a constructive
approach to the situation")."
The Storyteller's success on the campaign trail, meanwhile,
hasn't been such a sweet pacifier for audiences since he took over
the reins of national governance. Simple little .str.ries with heroes
and baddies strike many as conspicuously lightweight materit;~l for a
guy charged with the awesome responsibilities that come with the
Oval Office. Indeed, for Reagan, the tendency to invoke old baseball
stories to e)(plain the trials of office calls Into question his whole
sense of reality.
For the first time, White House public relations men such as
Michael Deaver are finding that charm alone isn't enough to tilt the
polls In Reagan's direction.
There's a danger in trying to take the actor out of·OOr president .
We don't know what, if anything, would remain.
Reagan missed an e)(cellent opportunity last week to turn off the
charm for a moment .ahd bare his soul whlJe accepting a !Jold medal
for humanitarian work.
If Reagan doesn't break character soon, he may be the last man
Hollvwood sends to the Whiie House.

"Nucanchic," an Ecuadorian
film which describes IndiF.n groups
in Ecuador and how they relate to
the national culture, will be shown
at noon today in the conference
room of the Latin American
Institute, 801 Yale BJvd. NE.
Marilee Schmit, a project
assistant at the Institute, will give a
brief presentation before the film.

The Institute recently received
five films on Ecuadorian topics
from the Center of Culture and
Investigation of the Central Bank
of Ecuador. The films were
donated for use in Latin American
courses.

from the bottom of the pool, but
died five days later.
If convicted, the defendant could
receive a maximum of two years
.confinement in the New Mexico
Girls' School in Albuquerque.
The defendant testified in her
own defense Friday, saying .she only
exchanged .a brief greeting with the
victim. However, other witnesses
testified earlier Friday that they had
seen two or three girls repeatedly
dunking the victim shortly before
she was taken from the pool.
Whe~ can I go If I want offcampus housing? Dean of Students
Office, Mesa Vista Hall 1129, x
3361; New Mexico Union, (see
bulletin board).

Spence said, "It was not only in Ms. magazine on the airlines'
time for a change, but appropriate olfensive adverUsing.
for many marketing reasons,"
Rodriguez who is a staff assistant
He said his agency's new desi,gn
was executed in Albuquerq\le the at the Latin American Institute at
UNM has been involved in feminist
first week in March.
Rodriguez said she was amazed issues for the last seven years.
· at the quick response and pleased
Rodrig\lez said there is also a
with the new advertising. "It is now
very effective organ.i~ation in
totally asexual."
California called Women Against
The billboards in Albuquerque Violence in Pornography and
were .changed shortly after Media.
Rodriguez's letter was sent. "I
don't know if it was a coincidence
The National Organization of
or if it was. prompted by my letter. Women, Rodriguez said, has a
My inclination is to believe they division.devoted to targeting people
were already in the process of that use sexist advertising.
changing their billboards and the
Rodriguez said anyone interested
petition prompted them faster,"
should
write to the organization at
she said.
the · following address: Harriet
Southwest Airlines has received Kady-McCormick, P ,0, Box
criticism nationwide. Rodriguez 14614, San Francisco, Calif.,
said. She said an article was written 94114.

Management Lecture Offered
Professor James G. March of Education and the National
Stanford University will discuss Academy
of
Public
"Ambiguity, Organization and Administration.
Don Qujxote" Thursday at 7 p.m.
He received the Wilbur Cross
in University of New Mexico Kiva.
At Stanford, March is the Fred Medal from Yale University in 1968
H.
Merrill
Professor
of and the Stanford School of
Management in the Graduate Education award for excellence in
School of Business. He also holds teaching in 1974.
appointments in political science,
Sponsors include the Office of
sociology and education at Stan- Graduate Studies, Department of
ford and is a senior fellow of the Education Administration,
Hoover Institution.
Anderson Graduate School of
March has been elected to the Management, the Division of
National Academy of Sciences, the Public Administration,
the
American Academy of Arts and American studies department and
Sciences, the National. Academy of the Graduate Student Association.

"Nucanchic" also describes
housing,
agriculture, religion,
dress, language and the unity of
indigenous peoples of Ecuador.

Lecture Will Feature
Militant Indian Leader
Cathy IJenfro
American Indian Movement
leader Russell Means will tell "why
•the world r;teeds t6 hear American
Indian philosophy at this time in
history" at Woodward Hall
Wednesday.
The lecture, sponsored by the
ASUNM Speakers Committee, will
be heldat7 p.m.

S.D., where 600 persons were
arrested.
He was also arrested in 1978 with
other supporters of the Indian
movement after taking part in the
"Longest Walk" to Washington,
D.C.

Means initiated the first International Indian Treaty Conference,
which established the hostage mail
exchange program, a mail service
Continuing with a militant that was discontinued by the U.S.
philosophy, his organization. is the State Department and the United
only militant group to surviVe the Methodist Church.
1970s, Means said.
Among AIM's current projects
Among the armed actions in•
volving AIM this year was a protest are legal justice centers for the poor
against strip mining for coal on the in Rapid City, S.D. and MinNavajo Indian Reservation in neapolis, Minn.
Arizona.
Admission to the lecture is $2 for
In 1973, Means participated in students and $2.50 for the general
the takeover of Wounded Knee, public.

Skydiving Club Offers
Assistance, Discounts
The class teaches students the
count (procedures after leaving the
plane), emergency procedures and
how to land.
Most IDJUries occur during
landing and they can be avoided by
paying attention to the landing
technique, Cox said.
"It's like jumping from a sixfoot wall," he said.
The club meets Wednesdays at 8
p.m. in the Student llnion Building
and membershil' is $5 per semester.
Once a member, the cost to jump
is $18.
For irtformation about the club
or to make the first leap, contact
R.andy Knapton at 277-4illi5, Chris
Salas at 277-4196 or Scott Cox at

Ellene Vaughn

Have you ever had the desire to
feel your body fall through the air
at 1000 feet a minute?
If so, the University of New
Mexico Skydiving Club may be able
to satisfy that desire.
Every SUnday, weather permitting, the club. makes several
jumps throughout the day with the
assistance of the Icarus Parachute
SchooJ, Scott Cox, the club's
treasurer said;
The skydiving club provides
discounts on jumps and equipment
for members.
UNM students cart make their
first jUml' for $70, which includes
296-4021.
equipment and a class, Cox said .
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Buy one sandwich and
1
get a second of equal value FREE
I
I with
this coupon and the purchase of
I
two large soft drinks.
1
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GSA Presidential Candidates Comment on Election Issues
The two presidential candid~tes
whose numes will appear on the
ballot in this week's Graduate
Student Association election filled
out the following quP.stionnaire for
the New Mexico Daily Lobo. A
short profile on a late write-in
candidate appears at the end of the
article.
Name: Dolph Barnhouse
Majoring in: L.aw/Susiness
Degrees: B.A. German Literature
Name: Douglas C. "Duke" Taylor
Majoring in: Psychology
Degrees: B.S., M.A. Psychology

Experience:
Barnhouse:
GSA Council
member, 1980-82; past member,
Students
Research
Allocation
Committee: present member, GSA
Finance Committee; active member
of various on- and off.campus
organizations.

Taylor: GSA Council member,
1979·82; Special Projects and
Speakers Committee chairman,
1981-82;
member,
SPSC;
University Radio Comittee GSA
representative, 1981-82; member,
Subcommittee to Evaluate Students
Research Allocation Committee;
Executive Council for Behavior
Analysis
(an
international
organization); graduate student, six
years.

How should the GSA spend /he
$77,000 it expects to collect next
year from graduate student fees?

terested graduate students. All
graduate departments get pay back
funds if they apply.
(Ed. Note: Departments can
apply for a $1 per student pay back
fund each semester from the money
GSA collects in student fees.)
Taylor: GSA should fund events
which are sponsored by reputable
organizations. The events should
benefit as many graduate students
as possible. If GABS, Mexican
American
Law
Student
Association, the Anthropology
Society, etc., request funding from
GSA for reasonable events, they
should
be
funded.
These
organizations, however, should not
become dependent on GSA for
continuing their pojects, GSA
should. help them get started but not
necessarily subsidize them indefinitely.

Barnhouse: The GSA should
follow the budget recently approved by the GSA Council. There
is a good possibility that the increase in GSA fees approved at last
year's election could start being
collected next year if the next GSA
president works actively for this,
Do you support the $200-a-month
something I will do if elected,
revised president's salary?
Taylor: As Council so agrees
upon the recomme11dations of the
Barnhouse: Yes.
Finance Committee. My personal
Taylor: Although by being in the
philosophy is that most attention
race I have agreed to work for that
should be paid to the internal amount, l question how many
budget, No strong internal budget,
potential candidates are ot were
no GSA. The external budget discouraged from running because
should be used for no11-grac\uate the compensation is low. It is not
student organizations generally wise to vent one's wrath for the
such as Child Care Co-op, the
present administration on the
Lobo, KUNM, New America, future ones. I also question the
Conceptions SW, etc.
Finance Committee's interpretation
of the vote of confidence. I doubt if
Should the GSA fund special in- those who voted confidence in Ellen
terest groups like the Graduate Foppes had a salary cut for future
Association of Business Students, presidents in mind.

or only organizations open to all
graduate students such as the What would you suggest the GSA
does with its deficit-plagued word
Cultural and the Poetry series?
processor if ASUNM does not
Barnhouse: GSA presently funds accept its takeover?

Dolph Barnhouse

GABS $1 per semester per student
enrolled (pay back funds). All other
groups funded by GSA with other
than pay back funds should and are
open to participation by all in-

Barnhouse: Proper management
would greatly alleviate this
problem, Rather than turn the word
processor over completely to

ASUNM, I think the incoming
president
should work in
cooperation with ASUNM to make
the word processor open to all
UNM students, and, in return,
receive financial support for this
service from ASUNM.
Taylor: The GSA Council voted
to get out of the word processing
business. I would have to strike the
best possible bflrgain with whoever
would or could agree to take over
the service.

Robert Bumson

Have you any plans on how the
GSA could help grad students stay
in school who might otlrer~•ise drop
out due to cuts in student financial
aid next ye{]r?
Barnhouse: GSA should act as a
clearinghouse for information on
available grants, scholarships, etc.,
in cooperation with the University's
currently offered services in this
area. The GSA president should
also lobby the next year's
legislature for financial support for
graduate students.
Taylor: None currently. Some
possibilities are to work with the
placement office to find suitable
part-time jobs, to lobby for more
teaching assistant/graduate
assistant support, to lobby the state
legislature to help offset federal
loans with state loans,

Oouglss Taylor

Taylor: To represent the
graduate students in general and to
execute the "will" of the GSA
Council. This is why I favor a
higher salary for the position $200/month representfltion may
not be sufficient to accomplish the
aims· of the Council. The president
should also be available to bargain
for GSA with the administration,
ASUNM, etc. if an immediate,
unforseen need arises.

What do you think are the most
important responsibilities of the
GSA president?

Do you think an attempt should be
made to standardize GSA
budgeting policy to keep it free of
politics? If so, what changes would
you suggest?

Barnhouse: 1. Be an advocate for
ALL graduate students (with the
state legislature, the university
administration, faculty, etc.); 2.
Work to unify the graduate .student
body; 3. Provide information to
ALL graduate students; 4. Turn
GSA into an academically rather
than
politically
oriented
organization.

Barnhouse: There is a standard
GSA budget process that should, if
followed, limit the role politics
plays. The process and policy
should and will be distributed in
written form to all graduate
departments early next fall so that
all interested students can get
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Meet the

Performing Upstairs •• Apr. 5, &, 7 ''Shak. ers"
Apr. 8, 9, to "Sassy Johnes"
Performing Downstairs •• "Trouble"

Legendary

Monday - Happy Night Special from Spm-11 pm
% Price for well drinks, draught beer & wine

CHUBBY CHECKER

Happv Hour 4-8

o.m.- Mon.-Fri.

Tuesday - 25¢ Drink Special 7:30-9:30 p.m.

San Mateo at Montgomery Mall • 883·8176

Budget Tapes & Records

GRADUATE STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
ELECTION 1982

2906 Eubank NE

Monday, April 5- Thurs. April 8

at

Check below for polling place nearest you

(Eubank & Candelario)
4pm

Monday, April 5

4pm

• • free Coco Colo
while supply lasts • •

A New MCA Album - on
Sole at o special price
MCA-5291

EUBANK STORE ONLY
293-8882
.MCA R:CORDS
.MCA R:CORDS

AVAILABLE ON MeA RECORDS AND TAPE$

GSA Chairman Returns
To Race for President

Mopday; 9am - 2pm GSA Office
9am - 9:30pm Mitchell Hall • 9am - 4pm Law School
10:30- 2pm Medical Sciences • lpm - 3pm Architecture
Boxes also at:
Biology • Chern., Nuc. Engr.
Commtmfcative Disorders
Public Administration • Psychology
Tue!d~y; 9am - 2pm GSA Office
9am - 7pm MitctcH Hall • 9am - 4pm Law School
3pm - 6:30pm Anderson School (outside student lounge)
Boxes also at:
Biology • Chem., Nuc. Engr.
Communicative Disorders • Public Administration
Psychology

Wedpesdg; 9am - 2pm GSA Office
'
9am" 1pm Milcfiell Hall • 11:30" 1pm Modern &Classical Languages
3pm • 6:30pm Biology
Boxes also at:
Anderson School • (outside student lounge) (back side also)
Chern., Nuc. Engr. • Communicative Disorders
Public Administration • Psychology

vote which would make it a centercampus-based election,"
Graduate Student Association
Taylor said he was also glad to
Chairman Mike Finnie has re- have Finnie in the race because
entered the race for the GSA Finnie had not taken sides in the
presidency in an eleventh-hour recent GSA Council controversy
move that left one. of his over the GSA president's salary.
challangers asking why and the
Barnhouse had been a staunch
other smiling.
supporter and instigator of a plan
On the urging of several GSA to cut the salary from $3890 to
councilors, Finnie, who withdrew $2400 .a year, while Taylor had been
from the race March 27, recon- among a group of vouncilors who
sidered and agreed to rim as a write- wanted to raise the president's
in in the elections, GSA councilor salary to the level of first year
Keith Sutton said, Finnie's reap- graduate and teaching assistant
peara,nce in the race sets up a salary of about $4400 a year.
possible repeat of the 1981 election
''It seems Dolph and I represent
when the same two law-school '1 polemic," Taylor said,
candidates in this year's election,
The Council finally approved the
Finnie find Dolph Barnhouse, split salary cut which is part of the GSA
the law school vote contributing to budget that graduate students are
the victory of main-campus can- being asked to approve in the
didate Ellen Foppes.
elections which runs through
"Last semester I told him that if Thursday.
he was running - I wouldn't,"
Sutton, one of the GSA
Barnhouse said, "I didn't want to Councilors who convinced Finnie
see what happened last year happen to re-enter the race, said the writeagain."
in campaign represents the senLast year, Fop pes, a history timent of several councilors that
student, beat the two law-school Finnie would make .the "best
candidates, pulling 265 votes possible candidate," and is not a
against 149 for Barnhouse and 103 move to split the law school vote.
for Finnie,
"It's my opinion that it is not a
This year's only main-campus Ia w-schoo !-against-the-world
candidate, Doug Taylor, said he is election," the physical education
pleased with Finnie's candidacy and master's candidate said. "I think
believes it improves his own grad students will vote for the
chances in the election.
person regardless of the depart''I'm glad he's running," the ment.''
psychology major said. ''There is a
Finnie could not be reached for
chance this will split the law school comment on his candidacy.

Budget's Fate To Be Decided
In Graduate Student Election
Graduate students will be able to
approve or disapprove the 1982-83
Graduate Students Association
budget as a whole during this
week's GSA election. Additional
information about how the money
will be used can be obtained from
GSA at 277-3803 or from the
organization.
Internal Budget

Indirect Services
GSA Secretary . , , .. , ...... $ 6980
Utilities , .................. 2000
Office Supplies •.•...• , • , , .. 2000
President's Educational
Grant. .. , , ................ 2400
President's Contingency
Fund, ... , ................. 500
Chairperson's Contingency
Fund ...... , ............... 350
Advertising .... , ........ , . , . 750
SUBTOTAL$14,980

Direct Services

SUBTOTAL$33,400
TOTAL INTERNAL$48,380
External Budget
New America ............. $ 1270
Graduate Association of Business
Students •............ , .•.. 1500
AGORA1500
Child Care Co-op ........... 8000
Law Student Civil Rights
Research Council .. , ..•.• , , .. 425
Mexican American Law Students
Association ................ 2050
Poetry Series ......• .......... 700
International Center ......... 1385
Student Association
of Planners ................. 210
American Nuclear Society ...•. 210
American Indian Law Students
Association ...... , , ...... , . , 800
ASA Gallery ....•.......•.. i518
Women's Law Caucus ........ 500
Graduate Students for the
Advancement of Art . , ..•.... 300
Delta Theta Phi. .. ,., ....•... 270
Student Organization of Latin
American Studies ........... .400
Cultural Series .............. 5000
KUNM .. , ............... ,.1500
New Mexico Daily Lobo • , . , . 1500

Student Research Allocations
Committee ....•.•.• , .... $16,000
Special Projects & Speakers
Committee .. , •. , .... , • , , .. 6000
Pta-rated Benefits . , . , .....• 7400 TOTAL EXTERNAL$29,038
Word Processor Contingency
Fund .. , •.... , ..... , .•...• 4000 TOTAL BUDGET$77,418
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Los Mariachi Nuevo Tapatio sings a corrido to a crowd Bt tha Chicano St/Jdent Setvlces Building
Saturday,

--GSA------------------------continued frompege6

assure its will is followed, it matters
not what the president does.

actively involved in the process. If
information is freely available and
everyone has access to the system,
most of the political problems that
developed this year can be avoided.

year Finnie was also selected tc
chair the GSA Judiciary Com·
mittee.

Mike Finnie, a write-in candidate, is a law student and Where can I g() if I want to report
chairman of the GSA Council. He discrimination due to sex, race,
was elected .chairman after serving national origin or handicap?
last year as a law school Affirmative Action Office, 1700
Taylor: Yes: Budgeting requests · representative on the Council. This Las Lomas NE, x 525 i,
should be submitted by Jan. 31.
The Finance Committee shoulcl
present a preliminary budget at the
February meeting for the Council
to consider. Between then and the
1/ieAUt!J
March meeting, hearings should be
held to entertain proposed changes.
A final draft should be circulated
-Thru April 15prior to the March meeting, This is
$2 Off Expert Haircut (regularly $7.50)
similar to the existing system. I
$5 Off Perm (regularly $20·$40)
would expect the Council use the
time between official meetings to
4607'Loml.ls NE 266-1505
monitor the Committee. to make
15% Discount off regular prices for UNM students with ID
sure the Committee follows its will,
Open Tues.-Sat: 9·5 Walk·ins welcome
Unless the Council takes steps to
JESUS IS LORD

··-------------------------C)IK•r•n•th•
W.lon

..------·-·Valuable Coupon--------.J.

THE WORLD
IS YOUR CAMPUS

Two World ltlnerarlea are
oRered In the 1982/1983
ac:hool year, apon1ored by
the Unlvenlty of Pittsburgh.

-

AROUND THE WORLD: salls Sept. 8, 1982
from Seattle - Japan, Korea, Taiwan,
Hong Kong, Indonesia, Sri Lanka, India,
Isreal, Eqypt, Greece, Spain.
AROUND 'THE WORLD: sails February 4, 1983
!rom Ft. Lauderdale.
More than 60 university courses, with in-port and voyage.related emphasis. F'aculty from
University of Pittsburgh and other leading urtiversities, augmented by visiting area experts.

I Tokonllo>r $1.110

Optional tours, including special tours into the People's Republic of China, available.
Participation is open to qualified students from all accredited colleges and universities. Semester
at Sea admils students without regard fo color, race or creed. The S.S. Universe is fully airconditioned, 18,000 tons, registered in Liberia and built in America.

Tbursdgy; 9am - 2pm GSA Office
9am • 7pm Mitchell Hall
Boxes also at:
Biology • Chern,. Nuc. Engr.
Communicative Disorders
Public Adminisb·ation • Psychology

For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea, UCIS, University ot Pittsburgh,
Forbes Quadrangle, Plllt!burgh, PA 15260, or caJI toll free (800) 854-0195 (in
California caJI (714) 771·6590).
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Texas Legislator To Keynote Annual Education Conference
The UniversitY of New Mexico
will be the host institution for the
annual conference of the Southwest
District, Co4ncil for Advancement
and Support of Education
beginning today at the Four
Seasons Motor Inn.
Jess Price, UNM's director of
public information, is chairman of

the conference,
CASE is the professional
organization of institutional advancement officers and includes
professionals in alumni relations,
educational fund raising, public
relations, government relations,
and the production of periodicals
and other publications for higher

education and secondary schools,
Texas legislator Frances "Sissy"
Farenthold will be the keynote
speaker at (oday's opening session.
A Houston lawyer and one-time
candidate for governor of Texas,
she was president of Wells College
in Auror;l, N.Y., from 1976 to
1980. She currently is on the Vassar

board of trustees.
Some 300 persons from New
Mexico,
Texas,
Oklahoma,
Arkansas and Louisiana are expected to take part in the three-day
conference.
The CASE national board of
trustees met at the Four Seasons

Motor Inn last weekend in advance
of the district conference.
Colette Seiple, vice chancellor of
the University of California, Santa
Cruz, is chairwoman of the
national board, UNM administrative Vice President Marvin
"Swede" Johnson, is immediate
past chairm~n.

--Charges-----------------------------------------------continued from page 7
mission with seven separate
violations of the ASUNM election
code, ll instances of "gross
negiligence,
incompetence and
unethical behavior" and 10 other
"obvious discrepancies (which)
further que.stion this election," a
total of23 improprieties,
Among the charges in Gordon's
complaint arc:
- voting locations, ballot boxes
and voting times were not announced at the candidates' meeting
before campaigning started;
- poll watchers were not allowed
to watch certain polls and ballot
tabulations;
- potential voters were not allowed
to fill out paper ballots when their
right to vote was challenged;
certain · campaign material
distributed .in the dormitories was
not approved by the Commission
and did not state who paid for it;
- the La Posada polling station
was not provided with enough
ballots to allow for contincous
voting;
- too many stations were placed in
the SUB and the central mall at the
expense of the Engineering Annex,
North Campus and Marron Hall;
- Commission Chairman Elven
Romero told students and campaign workers that stations would
be in the same locations and open at
the same time as the last election
and that the stations were then not
placed as Romero said;
- adequate instructions about the
budget and referenda were not
provided at the SUB, Mitchell Hall
and La Posada;
- Romero showed an "obvious

bias . , . during and immediately called for a new election, was Posada station had seven more
following the tabulation of the rejected by the Commission 2-0.
signatures than ballots and Mitchell
results;"
Hall station had eight more ballots
- poll workers were not adequately
Knapton was found to have than signatures. The SUB stations
trained;
surpassed his campaign spending had 33 more signatures than
- Romero was not available to limit after the Commission decided ballots, not including ballots that
approve campaign material at his to charge his campaign 66.6 percent had to be hand counted. The exact
specified times;
of two New Mexico Daily Lobo ads figure for the SUB hand-counted
- there were differences between he shared with some Senate can- ballots is not available because they
the number of signatures and didates because his campaign were mixed in with other SUB
number of ballots at five polling dominated the ad space.
ballots.
stations;
Romero submitted to the Daily
This pushed Knapton's campaign
- there was a discrepancy between spending to $557.44, $57.44 over Lobo Friday a copy of a signature
the number of ballots printed and the spending limit for presidential list containing 12 names he found
the number accounted for after the canqidates, resulting in a possible with his personal material. He said
election;
during his rounds of the voting
fine being levied against Knapton.
- one voter was handed a filledBut Knapton said that because he stations, he may have picked up the
out ballot;
had literature directed toward list accidentally,
- less ballots were tabulated at the engineering students, and could not
The ballot/signature count
Johnson Gym station than workers use that literature because there was "should be exact," Knapton said,
had accounted for during the day.
no engineering polling station, but Romero said differences can
Romero denied the validity of those expenses should not be arise from human error, such as a
Gordon's charges and said he was counted against his campaign.
poll worker forgetting to have a
''professionally very disappointed
The Commission agreed and voter sign a voter list.
in him.''
decided to let all candidates submit
Commissioner Penny Wronski
Gordon also filed a motion a revised campaign statement said the Commission "was
moving that Associate Justice John today,
obligated" to give a recount to any
Knapton also filed a complaint candidate who asked for one but
Sprague be disqualified from
hearing the complaint because he with the Commission calling for a the Commission voted to reject
was elected to the Senate in last recount of the election results Knapton's complaint 2-0 with
because of discrepancies between Wronski abstaining.
week's election.
A complaint almost identical to the number of signatures on voter
A complaint from NMPIRG,
Gordon's was filed with the lists and the number of ballots calling for a recount because of
Commission by the Coalition for a collected.
"the close vote on the PIRG
Clean Election, including ComRomero said the number of referenda .. , and the number of
mlSSton
member
Penelope signatures and the number of discrepancies in the election," was
Wronski, four members of the New ballots were within f1ve or six of also filed with the Commission.
Mexico Public Interest Research each other at each station and that Wronski moved to grant NMPIRG
Group, the campaign managers for such a difference "is no problem." the recount but the motion died for
unsuccessful presidential candidate
Daily Lobo tabulation figures lack of a second.
Donny Martinez and unsuccessful show the Anderson School of
Two referenda granting NMvice presidential candidate Fran- Management voting station had 12 PIRG $23,871.20 and calling for its
cisco Lopez and the Students. for a more ballots than signatures, autonomy from ASUNM were both
New ASUNM, chaired by Knapton. Johnson Gym station had four defeated in the election.
The coalition's complaint, which more ballots than signatures, La
Two complaints brought to the

Hational Radio Theatre
on I(UHM 90.1fm
Monday, AprilS and 12, atlO p.m.
KDm1 presents
"CYRANO de BERGERAC"
by Edmund Rostand
Classic romantic adventure set in the time of Louis XIII about
the swordsman·poet with the long nose and his love for
beautiful Roxanne. Tony Award winner Len Cariou and
Roberta Maxwell star in this two·part adaptation co-produced
with the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation.
Brought to you by

Commission by Sen. Eric Maddy,
one calling for a new election
because of the distribution of
unauthorized campaign literature in
the dormitories and one charging
Gallegos with overspending his
campaign expense limit and
misrepresenting his expenses on his
spending statement were both
rejected by the Commission.
Commissioner Jerry McMahon
sa.id he had earlier seen the
unauthorized literature being cut in
the ASUNM Duplicating Center
b4t did not recognize who was
cutting the literature nor did he ask
their names,
Wronski's motion to present the
literature complaint to Associate
Dean of Students Randy Boeglin
passed
the
Commission
unanimously.
Gallegos produced receipts to
back up the expenses on his
spending statments that Maddy
challenged. Gallegos said he
considered Maddy's complaints to
be harassment.
The Commission unanimously
granted a motion brought before it
by the National Chicano Health
Organization to let the Student
Court decide if NCHO should be
granted the $43 70.60 budget
allocation which was defeated in
the election.
The Commission acknowledged
that it mistakenly forgot to identify
NCHO by its full name on the
ballot. NCHO representatives said
being identified by its initials
misrepresented the group's purpose
to voters and helped lead to its
defeat.
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When you study at Boston's
Museum School, you'll be sur- • Please send me a catalog and application,
I'm particularly interested in:
rounded by one of the most
0
Undergraduate Programs
splendid and comprehensive
0
Master of Fine Arts
collections of art in the world.
0 Evening and Summer Classes
You'll work with a faculty of
Summer Classes:
over sixty practicing profesjune 28·August 6, 1982
sional artists to create your own
all- elective studio art program.
Name
You can take structured
classes or work individually
Street
with instructors.
Yo,il can earn a BFA or BS.
City
Or enroll in a special doubledegree program through Tufts
State .
.
...
ZIP
UniVerliity and the Museum
Send
coupon
to:
.
School.
·•
School
of
the
MuseUm
afFine
Arts
. So if you're really serious
230 The Fcnway
·
about your art, come study
• Boston, MA 021!5
. E•
with the masters.
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Commentary by Ray Abeyta

Public Service Company of New Mexico

~

Atfdiated with Thfts University

Prlticipa/ series funding provided by A COMPANY CAlLED TRW

The School of the MuseU in of Fine Arts admits students of any race, color and naiional or ethnic origin.

Monday and Tuesday the
ASUNM Film Committee will
present a speaking engagement by
film critic ~nd experimental
filmmaker
J.
Hoberman.
Hoberman is ~ film critic for New
York City's Village Voice, .a
contributing editor to American
Him and recently currated a superS film exposition at Anthology Film
Archives in New York City.
Hoberman's primary area of interest ~tld expertise is Eastern
European cinema. He is par,
ticularly knowledgable ofthe career
of Andrzej Wajda, Poland's
foremost film director and the
creator of such landmark works as
Ashes and Diamonds, Kana/ and
the recently-released Man of Iron,
which was nominated for this year's
Academy Award for Best Foriegn
Film. Man of Iron blends
documentary and fictional footage
to capture the socio-political impact
and frenzied, emotional activity of
the 1980 shipyard strikes in
Gdansk, the subsequent birthplace
of the Solidarity movement,
Wajda's 1977 film, Man of
Marble, the film which laid the
foundation for Man of Iron, will be
screened at the SUB Theater
tonight at 8 p.m. along with
discussion of the film by Hoberman.

,,

$1

United Campu!l Min-lsi I')'- WIPP: Ve! Or No1 A
Southwest
Research and Information Center speaking Agafnstf
and David Williams, Nuclear chemist and Physicist
speaking For. Tuc.sday. April 6 at noon In the UNM
SUD lJallroorn SOuth •
Ga)' .a-nd LtsbJan Studmt Union ..... noay and
Lesbian h.elatlonships,;' will be the topic or
discussion whc!l Sattlilcl R0\1 1 profeSsi:lr of
p~yc:ho!Ogy, t_alh Tuesday at 7:~0 p.m. in moni 250·

.

ASUNM has. seen to it that the
Film Committee, which generally
runs on a defecit (last year's
amounted to approxima(ely
$11 ,000), remains a solvent
organization. Through a complicated system of fronted ASUNM
funds and committee ticket s&les,
the committee makes it through
each year with ASUNM picking up
the tab for any loses accumulated.
Deficits are not unusual to
ASUNM sponsored organizations,
The Popular Entertainment
Committee, for instance, ra.n over
its budget by $25,000.
The question that arises in cases
such as this is typical, and well
debated, It centers around the issue
of whether or not organizations
such as PEC or the Film Committee
should be profit making, selfsupporting entertainment
organizations or student-funded
programs whose roles are to bring
in .new and varied programs of
possible interest to the student
body.

The role of the university in
society has always been that of an
educational institution. Within the
larger organization of the university
there are many programs which
seek to extend the role of the institution as a center of education.
The Film Committee is one such
organization. The program of films
and speakers presented by the
committee have covered the
broadest possible scope of entertainment, art and current issues
concerning the film audience and
filmmaking community. Given the
choice of theaters in Albuquerque,
the Film Committee is the only
theater in town to bring such
notable speakers as Kenneth Anger,
Stan Brakhage, the Raymonds and
current speaker J. Hoberman. As
for films, it would be ludicrous to
assume that the SUB Theater could
compet': with the larger . movie
houses m town. ~or on: thmg, to
do so would entail the htgh cost. of
rentals of current films, whtch
would ultimatly run up the cost of
tickets from the current charge of
$1.50 (for students) to the average
cost of$3.50 or $4 charged by other
theaters. This also would lead to a
more limited series of films. For
instance, a look at the films now
showing in town includes such
popular entertainment as I Ought
to be in Pictures, Porky's, Private
Lessons and Cat People. The fact is
these possibilties already exist; the
SUB Theater offers an alternative.
Film is 110t only a specialized
science and art, it is a medium that
has attracted the interest of people
from its inception. Given our
choices for .exposure, the Film
Committee offers a fare that is both
entertaining and educational. The
loss of funding (or film speakers is
a loss that is not only detrimental to
the role of an organization such as
the Film Committee, it is a loss to
the university communitY:

262·1662
Expires 4-15·82

--------~--J

TONIGHT!
THE ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE
Proudly presents

Film scholar/Experimental Filmmaker

J. HOBERMAN in person
w/screeriing and discussion of
Andrzej Wajda's 1977 political epic

"MAN of MARBLE"
Winner of
international
critics prize,
Cannes 1978.

ALBUQUERQUE
PREMIERE!

SUB Theater
8:00pm
students
others
tomorrow night:

screening & discussion
of
Wajda's "Without Anaesthesia"

VmldenUal ScholarS ·club- Meeting Wednesday
at/ il,ftl, in the HonOrS Center.
Ad llot ·comntiUet In Support of Ltonatd Peliltr

- .Chicano Stndlcs and the Committee will feature a
gue_st Speaker from the Natlorial ll:<lnnrd i>CIIIcr
Defense Commluce. t:'eltict h a Nruive American
political pristlner· rrumcd by 1he ~.lll, Spea.ker Steve
Robi~f!'aU will speak in rllOm 153 ·or the SOB iodDY al

noon.
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pizza

3920 Central SE

Dialogue/Forum with Don Hancock ot

arp
really sharp

off

any

one coupon
per pizza

UNM, being a center of higher
education, is in the unique position
of being an enterprise that caters to
the betterment of both society and
culture.

Tuesday,
Without
Anaesthesia, a 1978 work tracing a
television announcer's gradual and
subtle falling out of grace with the
official bureaucracy, will be
screened at 8 p.m. in the SUB
Theater. Prior to the screening of
Without Anaesthesia, the general.
public is invited to meet with
Hoberman at an informal reception
in room 231 of the SUB from 7 to 8
p.m.
The Speaking engagement by J,
Hoberman is perhaps your last
chance to see and hear a speaking
engagement sponsored by the
ASUNM Film Committee. This
semester's
ASUNM Budget
Allocations found the Film
Committee without money to pay
for speakers' honorariums, not to
mention funds for advertising in the
Daily Lobo. The projected cost of
the above items amounted to $4680, .
with $3600 requested to support the
cost of bringing speakers to the
SUB Theatre
'
The total request for the Film
Committee's 1982-83 budget
amounted to $41,616, but they only
received $10,402. The amount given
to the Film Committee will cover
the basic operation of the theater,
film reotals, projectionist fees, staff
payroll, posters, office supplies,
postal service and theater rental.
All together the amount of money
given the committee by ASUNM
leaves them $6349 short Of their
expected costs for the 82-83 school
year.
On
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Film Committee Loses
Funding for Speakers

COflhc:SlJb.

BostonMusewnSchool
A Department of the Museum of Fine Arts
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Sports
Injuries Plague ·Softballers,
Women Drop Two Twinbills
Nick Greenwalt

Bill Wechter

Lobo Bobble Smith slides into second bass during the first game of the women's double-hBBder
agulnst Northern Colo.rsdo Suturdey. Smith wus ssfe at second, but the Lobos could not cspitall;ze
snd lost 3-2.

UNM's Jennings National Champ,
Arnot Finishes 13th in All-Around
Ni~k

tied with Pete Vidmar of UCLA.
Vidmar was also the all-around

Greenwalt

History repeated itself Saturday
for UNM gymnast Steve Jennings;
for the second straight year he tied
for first place in the pommel horse
at the NCAA gymnastics championships at Lincoln, Neb.
Jennings, a senior from Farmington, scored a 9.85, ending up

BE WHAT YOU WANT TO BEl
DO WHAT YOU WANT TO DOl
Oon'l let lack of money turn you away from a

Jeat and rewarding cateer to a dead•(!nd job.

WOt1dwld• Mtrktt Sytt•m•, a new, computer·
bad ser..lce will help you to lind the funds for
tfle higher education to assure the ftJ1Ute you
wtnl
World•ld• M1rllel S)'tt1m1 has researched

tl'1ousands or soorC&S o·r flminClal assrslinCe,
and red the results or that research Into Its
vut data banks.
Complete a student Dataform, ahd the
programmed computer provides yo·u wUh five
to 25 sootctts of financial aid matched with
your hldlvldual needs, Interests and qualrflca·

tlons
Processing lee ls only $39.
en teed.

Ret~ults

are guat·

For iree and complete Information, 1111 out and
m•ll the coupon below.
Please !lencS Free Information

Name

Ad'<Hass
C1ty
Phone 1'-io.
School A1tetldlng
Year In School

State _ _ Zip _ _

P!e.ne send this co~pon io:

---

WllftdwWo Moliloi SyotorM
~7011 El Alomo

Rio Rancho, N- Mlxlco 87124

winner.
Jennings was making his fourth
appearance in the finals, having
fifth as a freshman, third as a
sophomore, and. tying for first in
his junior and senior years.
Lobo freshman Matt Arnot
finished 13th in the all around

Arnot's scores were .9.15 on
pommel horse, 9.45 on the rings,
9.35 in vaulting, 9.1 on the parallel
bars, .9.4 in the floor exercises and
.9.6 on the high bar,

The New Mexico Lobo mens
golf team finished ninth place in
the All-American Collegiate
Golf Tournament in Houston.

the women will then host Texas
Tech on April 12 at the Lobo
Tennis Complex, then compete in
the Roadrunner Classic in Las
Cruces April 16-17. Houston
University, Texas Wesleyan, New
Mexico State and the Lobos are the
entries.

The Student Health Center
has Dr. Ghemrdi, a Consultant Dentist

;wailable for cmergcitcy~rcatment and consultation on dental
problems. Call 277-3136 for appointments and informulion.

Coach Dwaine Knight's
Lobos had a four-day total of
1209. University of Houston's
1156 total was good enough for
the top spot.
The top Lobo golfer was John
Baum who shot a 295, 11 strokes
off of the leader, Houston's
John Slaughter who shot a 284.
Other Lobo scores were:
Marty VanHekken, 301; Mike
Putnam, 305; Tony St. John,
308 and Don Hurter with a 312.
Knight said the trip to Texas

Call277•4706

for information
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Strike Unseen in Baseball
Ste~e

Sandoval

It's spring again aJ)d with it
comes the old familiar cries of
"play ball," "strike three you're
out" and "kill the ump."
Yes, it's baseball time again.
Major League baseball begins
today with many familiar faces
taking the field in unfamiliar
uniforms.
Without the dark clouds of a
strike looming above, the National
League opener has baseball's oldest
team, the Cincinnati Reds hosting
the new look Chicago Cubs, at
Riverfront Stadium.
Last year's baseball strike
knocked off two months and forced
the cancellation of rnore than 50
games of the l62•game schedule.
Both teams have made numerous

.

Dream Therapy for Women

,

~
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Learn to use your dreams for self-understanding,
~ personal growth and creativity. Group staits April ~
~ 6th. $1 0 per session, 10 sessions.
~
~

i

For information coli 344-0090
(9-5) or 296-2302

~
~
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was notgood for the Lobos, but
he said the team is still confident
they can win theW AC.
''It was a bad road trip. We're
a lot better team," Knight said.
''Our short games aren't too
good right ·now. We need to
strengthen that pan of our
game," he said. "The guys still
believe they can win." .
The Lobos will be off until
April 29 when they travel to
Phoenix to participate in the Sun
Devil Intercollegiate at Arizona
State University.
The WAC Golf Cham•
pion ships are scheduled for May
6-8 at the UNM South 6olf
Course.

Steve King

off seaSon trades, most notably the
Cubs who acquired Larry Bowa
and Keith Moreland from
Philadelphia, Bump Wills from
Texas and free agent pitchers
Ferguson Jenkins and Bill Campbell.
The Reds, on the other hand,
sport a new outfield after George
Foster depaned to the New York
Mets, and Ken Griffey and Dave
Collins took up residence on the
other New York team, the Yankees,
The American L~ague opener has
the Kansas City Royals visiting the
Baltimore Orioles.
Eleven games arc scheduled for
Tuesday including the world
champion Los Angeles Dodgers
hosting the San Francisco Giants.
The defending AL champion
Yankees op~n . Tuesday hosting
Texas at Yankee Stadium.
The familiar faces in new
uniforms include Foster with the
Mets, Reggie Jackson with the
Angels, Vida Blue with the Royals,
Garry Templeton with the Padres
continued onpsge 11

J,um~ed out to a lead, only to watch
ttdwmdle.
·

The University of New Mexico
Designated hitter Andy
baseball team found out that with a
little patience, they can whip even Trujeque's two-run triple and an
RBI single by Brunenkant staked
the weakest of opponents.
starter Jim Sharpe to a 3-0 lead in
The Lobes swept three games the first inning.
from state rival New Mexico State
winning 10-9 on Friday, and taking
After a three-run third for the
a twin bill on Saturday 8-S and 6-3. Aggies tied the score, the Lobes
In Friday's action, the Aggies' scored four runs in the fifth.
led 9-1 in the eighth inning only to Second baseman Bob Martinez
watch the Pack gain a 10-9 victory doubled and scored on a double by
in 10 innings.
Tom Francis. After Brunenkant
Lobo catcher Barry Brunenkant walked, Harrison dol!bled in
kept his fire burning at the plate Francis.
with a 7-for-12 series performance.
Trujeque's two-run single iced
His average is now a healthy .475
on the year. He has 59 hits in 38 the win for Sharpe (S-3). Mar.k
games and struck for the first time Beeson got his first save of the year
in 119 at-bats this year in the first after pitching two frames of
scoreless relief. Trujeque had four
game Saturday.
RB!s and Francis, Brunenkant and
In Friday's play, Lobo third Harrison each scored twice for
baseman James Smith was the hero UNM.
as he tripled in two runs in the
In .the second . outing, Cappelli
bottom of the ninth to knot the
score at 9-9. With the bases loaded used five pitchers to gain the series
in the tenth, Smith came through sweep. Starter Joe Perrotte gained
again drilling a single to score Larry his second victory of the year and
Harrison to give senior reliever Bill reliever Dean Duane notched his
first save of the season.
Dunston his second career win.
Brunenkant went 3-for-4 and was
"The kids really wanted to win," involved in both of UNM's outsaid Coach Vince Cappelli. "They bursts. He and Francis had back-toreally showed a lot of character, back triples in the first inning to put
the Lobos in front. He tben singled
which will help us later on.''
in a run and scored in the third to
Smith had four hits and four give the Lobos a 5-llead.
RBls and Brunenkant had three hits
Glen Russell's RBI single in the
and two scores.
The games Saturday should have seventh sealed the Aggies' fate.
been proverbial blowouts but the
"I've been guessing right,'' said
Lobos lacked the killer instinct Brunenkant, when asked why he is
needed to send the fiesty Aggies hitting so well. "The team is hitting
back to Las Cruces.
, re1J.I. well.anq QJlr pit~!Jing.is. ~eally
·
"We might have taken them too starting to come around.
lightly," noted Brunenkant.
The 24-14 Lobos will start
Cappelli added, "They might conference play this weekend with a
have been looking toward the pair of doubleheaders at UTEP,
Texas-El Paso series."
The Lobes have won 12 of their
In the first game, the Lobos last 13games.

Lobos Tarrance, Phil Smith
Among Basketball Winners
Steve king

........................................................................

Applications in
Student Activities Center
Room 106, New Mexico Union
Applications due April 8th
Tryouts on April 17th

And if that wasn't ·enough, the
injury bug bit the Lobes again.
Bobbie Smith split her hand trying
to make a play in Saturday's second
game. In addition, Kathy Dyer had
a fingernail torn off in Friday's
game, and may have a fractured
finger after a play in Saturday's
game.
The Lobes, coached by Susan
Craig, dropped to 4-16 on the
season, and are in the midst of a tOgame losing streak.
Craig's Lobes will be home this
weekend taking on Utah State and
Idaho State in a pair or
doubleheaders at Lobo Softball
Field.

UNM Men's Golfers Finish
9th at All-American Invite

The University of New Mexico
Women's coach Helen Horn was
women's tennis team played .500 pleased with the team's pertennis for the week, winning two formance. "I think againstUtah we
matches and dropping two.
let up a little, but everybody played
The Lobos, · coached by Helen as well as they could," Horn said.
The Lobo women netters will
Horn, defeated Weber State 8·1
Wednesday, then knocked off travel to Las Cruces this weekend to
Idaho State 6-3 Thursday in a take part in the Collegiate Classic at
conference match at Pocatello, New Mexico State. Nonh Texas
State University, Rice, Oral
Idaho.
The· two losses, both conference Roberts, the Lobos and the Aggies
matches, came at the hands of Utah will play in the two-day tourand BYU. The Utes ran over the nament.

UNM C"aparrals

2.

competition with a score of 108.65.
Arnot, a Highland High School
grad, was 18th after Friday's
opening round, but moved up by
scoring 56.05 in the final round
Saturday.-

Lobo Women's Tennis Team
Earns Split in Four Matches

Lobos 8-1 on Friday, and the
Cougars blanked the Lobes 9-0 on
Saturday. BYU is top ranked in the
country in women's tennis.
The split leaves the Lobes at 7-10
for the season.

The University of New Mexico
women's softball team continued to
have its problems this weekend, as
they dropped doubleheaders to
Wyoming and Northern Colorado
University,
The Lobes dropped 3-2 and 12-2
decisions to Northern Colorado,
and were swept by Wyoming on
Friday.
The game was delayed 90 minutes
when the umpires scheduled to call
the game failed to show up.
In the first game against NCU, .it
looked as if the Lobes would break
their eight-game losing streak as
they jumped to a 2-0 lead after one
inning.
In the fourth, the UNC Bears got
two runs back on a two-out double.
The Bears scored the winning run in
the seventh on a bases-loadedsacrifice fly by CarlaStearns.
Lobo pitcher Michelle Mills,
nursing a sore shoul\ler, allowed 11
hits and three runs in seven innings
while striking out five and walking
two.

Mills started the second game but
was relieved in the first inning after
walking two and giving up a single.
Mills has been carrying the Lobo
pitching fortune of late because of
injuries to other Lobo pitchers.
Mills was relieved by Erin
Putnam who was pitching for only
the second time in 18 months.
Putnam and the Lobes then met a ·
grizzly fate losing the nightcap 12-

Lobos Sweep Aggies,
Open Conference Play

It was supposed to be a banquet
honoring the University of New
Mexico basketball team, but it
turned out to be "The Larry
Tarrance Show",

A good turnout at the
Albuquerque Country Club
watched Tarrance, the team's only
senior, grab an award for best
rebounder on the club. They also
saw him lead the band, dance with
the Chaparrals, and rip and be
ripped by the rest of his cohorts.
Mike Roberts was the emcee, and
former Lobo mentor Bob King was
the featured speaker. Henry
Tafoya, who Was recently dismissed
by KOB-TV 4, received a .standing
ovation and narrated a film on the
1981.-82 season.
Another Lobo to capture an
award was Jeff Reinert, who has
transfered to Gonzaga University in

Do'!g Pickett, ~obo quarterback, sweeps eround the end during the Lobo Cherry-Silver Intra usd
Th1s piBy snd many others like it are part of .ths new vser offense thB Lobos will b:/!, t
Umversity Stadium nsxt fs/1.
g o

scr~mmf!gB.

Offense S~ines in Intersquad Scrimmage,
Cherry- Silver Game Gives Football Preview
Ste~eKing

The Cherry team had a stacked
deck and the white team had some
talent but was facing a monstrous
task .in Saturday's Lobo football
intersquad scrimmage.
As expected, the final score in the
annual Cherry-Silver football game
was 42-0 in favor of the Cherry
team.
UNM coaches Joe Lee Dunn and
Frank Sadler each showed why
~ead Coach Joe Morrison is very
htgh on the duo. Dunn, in his two
years as the defensive coordinator
has given a new meaning to th~
word defense. New Mexico's
defensive units have been the
stingiest in the WAC for the last
two years, and his 1982 group
should be no exception.

Sadler on the other hand, is
facing a tough assignment in trying
to bring offense back into
Spokane, Washington, for the University Stadium. He came from
unselfish devotion award. The Zia UT-ChattaJ)ooga where his veer
Award, usually given to a New offense ranked in the top ten in the
Mexico athlete.• was given to Craig nation in rushing.
Allison from Carson City, Nevada
Some of the bright spots in the
for most improved player.
last spring showing for UNM were
The best defensive player award
was given to Tim Fullmer and the
team's most valuable player award
was awarded to guard Phil Smith.

-Majors---

Three prospective signecs Were continued from ptlge10
on hand at the festivities. Sandia's and Davey Lopes with the Oakland
Rich Strong, plus Niles Dockery A's after nine years with the.
~~~ran~:~rge Scott made ap- Dodgers.
"The season was positive and the
'Chis writer's predictions for the
banquet was designed to reflect it," division flags are: Los. Angeles in
said head coach Gary Colson.
the NL West, Montreal in the NL
The UNM basketball team had
the highest cumulative grade point
average (2.8) of all the men's
athletic teams. Redshirt Nelson
Franse, Don Brkovich and Alan
Dolensky received awards for
having G.P .A's of over 3.2.

- East. In the AL, Oakland should

have enough pitching to stave off
California's lumberjacks, while
Milwaukee and the Yankees should
battle for the east division crown.
Who knows who will win the
pennaJ)ts and the world series. 1
don't,

your favorite music
on Tape
Low Cost - Professional Work

STEREO & VIDEO
, Call 884-3336, ask for Sam

Osborn ran eight yards for a
touchdown and Carl Raven added
two more scoring jaunts, with Mike
Carter scoring the first touchdown
of the game. Waldrop averaged
56,5 in the only two punts of the
game. He was the Lobes starting
punter until Bobby Ferguson took
over the spot last year.

This Week's
SPECIAL

MEN'S
SHIRTS
20% OFF

Where can I go if I want
information on women's issues?
Women's Center, .1824 Las Lomas
NE, x3716.

r==~~==~==;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~

Survival For the Desk Sitter
Back Awareness Class
DATES: Tuesday, APril13 8o 20th, 1982 - 7:30-9:00 p.m.
UNM Student Health Center • Room 234 • Second Floor

Dealing with body mechaolcs, postoralawlireness and self-help exercises. Sltlieture fUnction
and desl••· Caii27M136 for lnformotlon and reglot<Otlon.

DOS PRIMOS
1844 Lomas NE • 842-0059
Thto V.. ~;; fMnlly wrvlrlg Nrw Mf'llllto t.lut"· 1933
O~f.N' Muntt.y·thri• S..unfay-7·10:30

Where can I go If I want information on services for the
handicapped? Affirmative Action
Office, 1700 Las Lomas NE, x
5251.

TODAY
ATTORNEY GENERAL

Jeff Bingaman
Candidate for

NOW you can have

the much-awaited return of Michael
Johnson, plus David Osborn, Tracy
Mount, Mark Waldrop Denny
Allen and the Cherry defensive
unit.
Johnson was injured in hiS freshman year and played sparingly last
year, but has shown flashes of
brilliance this spring. He caried the
ball five times for 30 yards and had
a 50-yard scamper called back
because of a penalty.
"The knee held up all right,"
Johnson said. "I still need to work
on my speed over the summer, but I
think I'll do the job."
Sadler also was pleased with
Johnson's performance but was not
satisfied.
"Mike is a great athlete, but he
will have to work very hard to be a
starter," Sadler said.
Osborn and Mount shared the
glory for the Cherry team's offensive showing, The two quarterbacks each led the Cherty team
to three scoring drives. Mount
threw two touchdown passes, one
Was a 12-yard strike to Keith Magee
and the other a 27 yarder to Derwin
Williams.

U.S. SENATE
will be on campus to answer questions and
discuss issues.
Today, Monday April 5 in the S.U.B.
From 11:00·12:15

-

.

'

~

Enchilada Dinner
includes Rice, Beans, & Sopaipllla

Buy I
Get I FREE
Mon.

Tu~.

& Wed.

orner of Yale and lorna

Pail;(' 12, N<>w

~lexko

Daily Lobo, April 3, HJH2

New Mexico
Daily Lobo
Subscript ions
Only $10 per year
Marron Hall, Room 131
Or send $10 to:
UNM Box 20, Univ. of N.M.,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

2. Lost & Found

4. Housing

.CLAIM YOU II LOST poucs1ions at Campus Police
8;00a.m.to4:tJO p.m. daily.
lfn

'lilt; ('ITAIJt;L·Slli'EHD location near UNM and
downlown. Bus service c•cry 30 minutes. I bedroom
or e[ficiency, from $220. All utilities paid. l>eluxe
kitchen v.ith dishv.asher and disposal, recreation
room. ~wirnming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
~oupks, no peu, I 520 Uni•·mity NE. 243·2494.
tfn
}"OR llf.NT~ EH'ICmNCY apartment, 1410 Olrard
.N.E .. Sl85.'mo., all Utilities paid, SIOO security
depostL Fully furnished·secutity locks and laundry
fad hues. N() children or pets. Please call before 6:00
111 the evening, 266·8392.
1fn
I lA U' BLOCK UNM deluxe one bedroom twin or
double S235 includes tttilitics. Varsity House, 141
Columb1a, 268-0$25.
415
WAI.K TO CI,ASS, super nice, Sl70 house, Pan
utilities free. Sun Rentals. 262·1751.
417
t'OR Rt:NT: CLEAN, quiel, S85. Super Studio, Call
today, Sun Rental$, 262-17$1.
4n
t'OR R~:NT: FOUR bedrooms intludcs gourmet
kitcherl, den, two full baths. fenced, fruit trees. 281.
3553,293-3688.
417
A BLOCK TO UNM, one bedroom, disbw~hcr,
dispo~al, refrigerated air, 5240 Includes swimming
pool, laundry l'ncillties and utilllics. 208·9 Columbia
SE. 255·2685.
419
IIOUSEMAT£ WANTED [NQN·SMOKERJ:
Spacious 3 br. horne wth w/d, greenhouse, garden,
Comanclic·Sim Mateo, Sl321mo. plus V. utilities.
Joeyat277-5JIO, Patat884·608S.
416
ROOM TO ROOM NE, $90 bouse with pool access.
262·1151. Sun Rentals.
417

3. Services
(Jl'JTAR U:SSONS, ISSTilCMENTS, rcpuin and

rentals. MARC'S Guitar Center. 143 Harvard S.E.
265-3315.
lfn
T\'I'IN<J·I'ROH:SSIONAL QUALil'V pronto al
Ktnkoll'.ronto; TL<: at no emu ~hatgc, We will e~it.
KIP, 2312 Central SE. acrou Central from Popejoy
llnli.
tfrt
A·ll'VI'ISTS-lf:Rl'tl papers, resumes2!19-8970.
4/30
t•ttm·F.SSIONAI, TYI'ING DY English MAeditor.
Vnst experien'~ wltlt dis!ertntions, papers. Edlllng
nvadab!e. 266-9550.
4tl2
24 flOUR TYPING. Call88l·0628 afler6pm, Jean,
4/16
I'ROft:SSIONAI, TYPING, REASONABLE.
Extcnsi\·e s~retarial experience. IBM Selectric Ill,
299-6256 or 299·2676. Free pick up and deUvery (ot
.over 10 pages.
417
GAilllt:Nt:RS-STAitT EASV li.ith Tim's tilling.
Rototllling, manure, clean·up, 268-6510.
4/30
QIJAUn' TYPINGIEiliTING. After S, 266·8590.
417

VOI.KSWMiON ltt:PAIIl<;-TUNE-UPS, Call
Jane, 241-8609.
4/19
n:N DOLLARS-RtSUMES ·Ten Dollars.
Ptofcssional Company. 26S·7.SS 1.
4/9
JIORSEDACK RIDING LFSSONS: Learn how to
ride or better yourself. ihperienced horscperson sh'cs
lessons In Western English Jumping Driving,
Jeanttte, 299-9253.
419

MALE ROOMMATE FOR one-bedroom apartment.
Split $185 per month plus utilities. Four lllocl>s from
liNM. 242-9762, David.
4/5
SUMMf;R St,JQJ.f;T MAYI5th to Sept. 15th(Oates
negotiable), Pleas~nt 2-bedroom, l'lonh Valley
house. Oood neighborhood. Reasonably priced. Call
345-7314 &fter 6:00,
4/8.
SMALL 10 X 20 FOOT ADOBE house, ~100.00 per
mo., utilities not Included. Acceptable dQg o.k. Call
293-1070 after S p,m,
418
ONF,-DEDROOM 5170 PER MONTH, Utllitieo
m>t included. No pets. Call29)-1070 after S:OQ p.m.
.
418
ONf; BLOCK FROM UNM. Two bedroom apt. with
fireplace, $250, lnclu~ing utilities, 299-1707 or 843·
5431 (Pager),
4/6
R~TIRING7 TECH FACULTY home for sale. Three
be.irooms, on~ an<\ a half baths, heated floor,
fireplace, s1orage, carports, trees, Irrigation water,
campus security, Socorro. 835-0927,835-5301, 4/5

5. ForSale
GOoD DEAJ. FOR .Honda owners with models 73 to
79. 9our 13-inch Shelby Diamond-back rims--gold
center.plated. Excellent condWan, like new, Selling
for $250, Call265·9668 after S or weekends,
4/9
THREE PAIR TRAK no-wax skis. $70.00 ea:h wltlJ
bindings. Excellent condillon. 255-8809.
4/6
~ GALLON AQUARIUM with 4 tropical fish and
all apparatus ..$50.00 or best offer. 266-3640.
4/6
76 FIAT SYPDER 5 spd beautiful black convertible
new top, new slereo. excellent mechanical condition.
Call2SS·65909a.m.to3 p.m.
4/6
FOR SALE: ALFAU'A $3.00 per bale first, second,
aqd third cuttings, Will deliver within a 10 mile radius
for $3.50 per bale, Call873-0372.
4/9
IDM Sf;Lf;CTRIC TYPEWRITER. Perfect for
college student, S350, 881-2711.
4/6
74 SEEZOX.I 500, 10,000 miles fairing gold. Runs
and looks great, .$695 or offer. 883-1708, 7pm-l2pm,
Jay,
417
SCIIWINN CONTINENTAl,, LIK~ new. Many
extras. S22S or offer. S83-1708. 7pm-12pm, Jay.
4/7
OVATION GUITAR ANO case, excellent conditon,
$3~0. 247-9999.
4/8
1970 DATSUN STATION WAGON, 4-speed, good
condition, runs well. $1000. Call J ~>Sse. 277-)287.
418
COWBOY SfiiRTS, $5.00; 3 for $12.00. Used,
excellent eondilion. Kaufman's. A real army-navy
4/8
nor e. 504 Yale S.E. 256-0000.
STUut:NTCIIAIIt-·DESK. combination, brand new,
265-7551.
4/9
SCHWINN J.spn:o IIIKE, small·medium, new
gencralor, perfecl working order, 560, call 842-0265
ot277-462t.
415
SURP.tuS Jt:t:PS, CARS, trucks, ('ar·inv. vallle
$2143, ~old for SIOO. For information em purchasing
1imilar bargains. call 602-998.0575 ex!. 0924. Call
refundable,
4:5
1972 VOUSWACiON Bl!S. Good overall condition.
New engine. SISOO. 82Z-Ol64.
4i9
73 11ATSUN Z40Z Auto, new paint. trans and
brakes, Many other new parts. Best offer. Call Ed .Qr
Dill, 277-5280.
419
MOTORSCOOTt:R--1979 VESPA Primavera 12Scc:.
7Smpg, 1100 mi. Includes spare, rear rack and
helmets. SSSO. 293-188S.
419
1980 CIIEvt;TIE, EXCEU.t:NT eondiiion. 4 door
hillchbaek With bocket seau, 3400.00, 821·6224, 881·
0948.
419

oVt;RSEAS, HOUSTON, DALLAS! $20,000 to
$50,000 possible. For job information call: 602-998·
0426, Dept, 0924, open Sundays,
4129
t;ARN $20,00 • $30,00 THIS Saturday raising funds
for .ACORN. Call247-9792 from 9:00-3:00.
4/5
WE; · i\RE LOOKING for a special employee.
Someone who's honest, dependable, can take
responsibility, and able to work for the next few years
while attencling school, Transportation a must.
Evening work, Mon-Fri, 1.~·15 hoUrs per week, CaU
821-4866 mornings.
4/6
WANTED: W/S STUDENT, Well-organized, ac,
curate, accounting or library background, position
through June. B4H896,
4/6
STUDENTS! PART AND full-time employment
l\Vailable. All areas, all types, Call 26:1-1752 for
details. Sun Directory, 3906 Central SE.
417
PROFITABLE, EXCITING, NEW summer jobs,
nationwide. Beat Reaganomics! Write now: l..incraft,
W279N2907, Pewaukee, Wis. 53072.
4/7
DUSINt:SS OR LAW Background. Executive
positions in developmen\ and marketing firm. own
part gf the business ruthr.r than wage slavery. Part
time to start. Send resume to: Thompson, 6240
Indian School NE. B-109, Albuquerque, NM 871)0,
417

I NEED THREE, well-versed, strong-minded.
money motivated individuals to work evening shift in
Solar Energy telephone advertising department.
Hourly wage, commi$sions, added bonuses and
incentive programs. Call Sam at 247-101~.
418
JOB SEARCIIING TECHNIQUES. 4-ltour classes,
$15. ~65·1551.
419
JOD SEARCHING? TRY Job Opportunity Betterment Services, 265·1551.
4/9
HOUSt;Kt;EPER, BABYSITTER, MON·FRJ, only
3:30 to 6:00. Two daughters 9 and II. Room and
board plus small salary, references. 293-2392, 2424445.
4/9
SALESI,ADIF.S t;AUN $3,000/mo. S,lling
dlstontinued. flooring produ~ts at a ~ubstantlal
savings tn contractors, apar!menls, developers.
Contact national carpet brokers, 242·4445. Neatne""
a must.
4/9
OEUVERY Pf:RSONNEL 53.35 plus commission
and bonus, Insurance required. Pir.za Express, 1710
Central SE. Afternoons.
415
EXCITING POSITION IN busy office. Need part·
time secretary/runner, hours flexible, Auto nee!led,
Send resume in tonfldeoce to; Assistnm, P.O. box
J671' 87190.
4/9
OVERSt:AS, HOUSTON, llALLASI $20,000 to
SSO,OOO possible. For job information call: 602•9980426 Dept. 0924. Open Sundays.
415

per person. Wlldwater Rafting
9721.

BACK FROM SPRING
again? Say it here.

llrea~

E~periences.

266419
and Yearning to go
tfn

8. Miscellaneous
200/oOFF !lOOKS, records, baskets, etc, with this ad
through ApriJJO, Birdsong, 106 Girard SE.
419
hCROSS FROM UNM 655 sq,ft, office space for
lease. Call Larry or Dorthey, 265-9542, evenings, 881·
3974.
4/9
TIRED OF THE same old classes? It's not too late to
register a! Freedom University. Call265-4286 now.
419

WHITEWATER RAFTINO ON Rio Grande and Rio
Chama by Wlldwater. Rafting Experiences, 265-9121.
415

9. Las N oticias
tfn
SAY YOUR NOTICES here.
UNM DALJ,ROOM DANCE Club's spring formal,
8:00-11;00, April 30th. Live Ballroom band and
refreshments provided. Info, 865-1554, 881-3087,

4/30

241·1943.

GAY AND LESBIAN Student Union discussion:
"Gay/Lesbian ReiMionships" with Prof. Roll.
Tuesday, 6 April, 7:30p.m. SUil2SOC.
4/7

--------------,
~I
Special
2 slices
of cheeze pizza & small soft drink,
1.25 + tax

NOW SERVING
BEER& WINE
Good for today only
127 Harvard SE

L-------------Aloe Vera Center

Grand Opening

7. Travel

8200 Menoul NE

WUITEWATER DAY TRIPS, Aprll3, 4,& 10.$25

1

13ehtnd Alphogrophtcs l

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

Aloe Vera Juice
Gallon $12 - Quart $4
Shampoo $3also Gel & Lotion

OLDTOyYN

Open Mon.~Sot. 292-7870

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

6. Employment
API'LICATIONS ARE NOW being taken for
positions at the Girl Scout Summer Camp in the
Jemez. Mountains. Needed are: Nurse, riding starr.

counselors, handymen and kichen aides. Call 243·
9S8J for mordnformation.
416.
PART·TIME JOD afternoons and evening!. Mun be
21 years old. Apply ln person, no phone calls ple~e.
Saveway Liquor Stores at 5104 LomM NE, 5516
Menaul NE.
tfn

49 Dwell
ACROSS
1 Farm tool
50 Fuel
6 Fruit
52 Makeover
56 Baked item
11 Permit
14 Nail
57 Colorado
River
15 Manitoba
natives
spectacle:
16-2words
60 AST less 1hr.
nutshell
17- pressure 61 Stand
62 Extensive
19 Adhesive
20 Wild animal 63 Home: Abbr.
21 For fear that 64 Metric unit
65 Beatify
22 Pigment
24 Wearing
DOWN
boots
26 Babbles
1 Wound
27 Took a sip
2 Noodle
3 - mater
30 Sloshed
32 "The Old 4 Porch
adjunct
Bucket"
5 Entity
33 Nerve
34 Golf org.
6 Hurt
37 Trickle
7 Repub. VIP
38 Pass out
8 Cheeky
39 Spread
9 Garland
40 Urge
10 Accompa41 Latitude
niers
42 French queen 11 Stage fare:
2 words
43 Spots
45 Giants
12 Harden
46 Briny
13 Subdues
48 Burden
18 Trudge

WEDNESDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED
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.g.

E R 0 S
P IR A T
ROF I T S . I C E
E
• P A N E . DIE R E
R E ~IP I T E S .N A l[L E 0
DO •T E S T S D I~SENT.SPOTTED
DIED

!rt
•••
INLET

S~ME

LEANS

23 Puma
25 Egg source
26 Station
27 W.lndies
bird
28 Berne's river
29 Misers
30 Clinks
31 Thoroughfare
33 Levee
35 Profit
36 Beverages
38 Stand up to
39 Motherly

r "' ,
NAME
TROD

41 Welches
42 Half-way
44 Seal
45 Soapstone
46 Weapon
47Treat badly
48 Dipper
50 Legal affair
51 Loner
53 '',Jane-"
54 Setters
55 Small bills
58 Vermin
59 Vestment

